
Learn how to use one of the best CSS preprocessors to create a more logical, efficient and
speedy CSS workflow with our brand new Sass Training course.

What is Sass Training?

Sass (Syntactically Awesome Stylesheets) is a fully CSS3-compatible preprocessor that adds
power and flexibility. Sass training enables you to design your website more effectively.
Candidates will learn to work the main components of Sass and  will learn how to use Sass lists
to create functions.

This one day introductory Sass training course will take you step-by-step through the basics,
giving you the foundation skills to start using Sass.

What are the objectives of the Sass Training Course?

By the end of the Sass training course, you will be able to:

Understand the different options for installing Sass
Choose an output style for your stylesheets
Understand Sass syntax
Confidently use basic Sass featured such as variables and mixins
Use Sass to simplify your media queries

What topics does Sass Training cover?

This training course will cover:

Variable workings
Nesting styles
Mixins
Conditional statements and loops in SassScript
List and maps 
 

Who is Sass Training intended for?
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A working knowledge of HTML5 and CSS3 (including CSS2 and CSS3 selectors).

Overview

What is SASS?
Preprocessing

Getting Started

Installing SASS
SASS Syntax

Your Workflow

Using the command line
Using a desktop app
Output Styles
SASS style guides

Working with SASS

Comments
Variables
Nesting
Import and Partials
Mixins
@extend

SASS and Media Queries

The next step after HTML5 & CSS3 is to learn an 'awesome' way to create a better CSS
workflow. Our new Sass training course will teach you exactly that.
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